






“Give me your faith, something I can believe in, and you'll be my family, 
my brother, my friend.  Tell me a truth that I find not deceiving, teach me 
a lesson that I understand” - Rotersand 

It took me three years but I finally made the pilgrimage to Ursulmas this 
year. Three years of hearing epic stories about fighter mecca.  “Wait till you 
get there!”  said my Avacal fighter brothers and sisters.  “The entire 
weekend is about fighting!” “You can fight, and fight, and fight until you 
can’t lift your sword and shield anymore and then you come back the next 
day and do it all again.” And you know, they were so very right!

This year there were at least 200 heavy fighters! Such an amazing turnout!  
Having been newly squired to Sir Aiden, I was feeling fairly confident about 
my reason for being there and I was looking forward to testing my mettle.  
But when I walked up onto those eriks…well…I wasn’t the only one raring 
for a fight. 

The venue was huge! A well packed dirt floor arena, roomy eriks, and 
stands for seating of oh….500-1000! There was no pomp, no pageantry, 
just show up, get your gear on and fight until…well I already said that 
didn’t I?

I participated in the Heavy Championship and the Bear Meat tourney. 

The Heavy Championship was almost and all day event.  Knights and 
Unbelted from across multiple Kingdoms competed. It was glorious! I was 
soundly trounced! And yet I learned SO MUCH.  My Squire Brother,  Uriel,  
on the other hand, soundly 
trounced his erik, nearly 
making it to final four!! Some 
surprised faces left his erik that 
day, No Sheild!!! Sir Aiden took 
part in the “Best Dressed” 
tourney, he’s got some sharp 
looking period gear! He also 
spent a considerable amount of 
time in pick ups, teaching….and 
schooling up-and-comers in his 
own exceptional fighting style.
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